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Marguerite

July 15, 16 / Sunday, August 14 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Cover your ears but open your hearts for Marguerite.
1921: the beginning of the Golden Twenties. Not far from Paris, it is party day at the
castle of Marguerite Dumont, a wealthy woman with a passion for music and the
opera. For years, she has performed regularly for a circle of guests. Marguerite sings
wholeheartedly but she sings terribly out of tune and no one has ever told her. Things
become complicated when Marguerite falls in with a band of bohemians who persuade her to follow her dream and perform in front of complete strangers at the Paris
Opera House. Starring ten-time César Award nominee Catherine Frot, Marguerite is a
touching and light-hearted feast for the ears featuring music from Mozart, Bach and
Vivaldi. Marguerite is loosely based on the real-life Florence Foster Jenkins, who will
soon be embodied by Meryl Streep in an upcoming film.

Fireworks Wednesday

July 15-23
Iranian director Asghar Farhadi’s film, A Separation, won the Best Foreign Language
Film Academy Award in 2012. Fireworks Wednesday was filmed in 2006 and is finally
being seen in the U.S. . . . A young, naive bride-to-be takes a job as a maid for a comparatively well-to-do couple in Tehran, unaware that she will be recruited as a domestic spy, keeping tabs on a boorish husband who may be unfaithful. Once buoyant
about her own upcoming wedding, she starts having second thoughts.

A masterpiece of Farhadi’s psychologically charged
scene-making and sensuous, insinuating style. Feel and think
your way through Fireworks Wednesday and it will never
leave you. –Film Comment

Tickled

July 15-30
Truth is stranger than fiction. When journalist David Farrier came across a an online
reference to a fringe sport in Los Angeles called “competitive endurance tickling”
he thought he’d lit upon another amusingly weird topic for his lighthearted reports
on New Zealand television. The pop-culture journalist had reported on frog-eating
survivalists and a Donkey Lady but these were run of the mill stories compared to
the strange subculture of obsessive tickling that he would uncover. Mixing Raymond
Chandler with Michael Moore, the edge-of-seat Tickled is a sharp detective tale that
sweeps away the cobwebs from one of the endless, bizarre corners of the internet.
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So crazy that it feels like a hoax. Only it’s not.
--Entertainment Weekly
A fantastic film to watch and discuss. --ScreenCrush
Fun, exciting, freakish filmmaking. --Philadelphia Inquirer
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April and the Extraordinary World

July 22 - August 6 / August 14 @ the Buskirk-Chumley Theater
From the producers of the Academy Award-nominated Persepolis and the mind of
renowned graphic novelist Jacques Tardi comes a riveting sci-fi adventure set in an
alternate steampunk universe. . . .Paris, 1941. A family
of scientists is on the brink of discovering a powerful
longevity serum when all of a sudden a mysterious
force abducts them, leaving their young daughter
April behind. Ten years later, April (voiced by Academy Award nominee Marion Cotillard) lives alone
with her dear cat, Darwin, and carries on her family’s
research in secret. But she soon finds herself at the
center of a shadowy and far-reaching conspiracy, and
on the run from government agents, bicycle-powered
dirigibles and cyborg rat spies. rated PG

Who says they don’t make mind-bending French science fiction animated
movies like they used to? --NY Times

Cosmos

July 29-31
A university student retreats to a country inn to write his masterpiece and becomes
caught up in a metaphysical mystery of David Lynch-like dimensions. Cosmos is the
final film by maverick Polish filmmaker Andrzej Zulawski who died in February after a
50 year career in which he defied Polish authorities with his uncompromising, controversial films, which split the difference between the shocking and the sublime.

Hilarious, confounding and downright strange; it delivers a
demented philosophical puzzle that’s
fun to scrutinize in all of its baffling
uncertainties. –Indiewire

“Nuts!” Reveals
Doctor’s Secret
to Success:

GOAT TESTICAL
TRANSPLANTS

RYDER
THE

MOVIES FOR MODERNS

August 12, 13, 14
Ricky is a defiant city kid who has been raised on hip-hop and foster care. He gets a
fresh start in the New Zealand countryside and quickly finds himself at home with his
new foster family: the loving Aunt Bella, the cantankerous Uncle Hec, and dog Tupac.
When unforeseen circumstances threaten to ship Ricky to another home, both he and
Hec go on the run in the bush.

Every once in a while, a small, unheralded film comes along,
so smart and funny, such a pleasure to experience, you can’t
believe your luck. –LA Times
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Fri & Sat, July 22 and 23
Tickled 6:45 IU Fine Arts
April & the Extraordinary World
7:30 @ IU Fine Arts – downstairs
Fireworks Wed. 8:15 @ Fine Arts
Sun July 24
April & the Extraordinary World
7:00 at Bear’s Place
Fri & Sat, July 29 and 30
Tickled 6:45 IU Fine Arts
April & the Extraordinary World
7:30 @ IU Fine Arts – downstairs
Cosmos 8:15 @ IU Fine Arts
Sun July 31
Cosmos 7:00 @ Bear’s Place

Sun August 7
Nuts! 7:00 @ Bear’s Place

August 5-7
NUTS! recounts the true story of John Romulus Brinkley, a Kansas doctor who in 1917 discovered that he
could cure impotence by transplanting goat testicles
into men. From there, the story gets even stranger.

Hunt for the Wilderpeople

Sun July 17
Tickled 7:00 at Bear’s Place

Fri & Sat, August 5 and 6
Nuts! 6:45 IU Fine Arts
April & the Extraordinary World
7:30 @ IU Fine Arts – downstairs

Nuts!

Critics Pick! --NY Times

Fri & Sat, July 15 and 16
Tickled – 6:45 IU Fine Arts
Marguerite 7:30 @ IU Fine Arts
Fireworks Wed. 8:15 @ Fine Arts

Fri & Sat, August 12 and 13
Hunt for the Wilderpeople 7:00
@ IU Fine Arts
Neither Heaven Nor Earth 7:45 @
IU Fine Arts – downstairs
Sun August 14 - Buskirk-Chumley
April & the Extraordinary World- 2:15
Marguerite 4:30

Connected By Coffee 7:00
Tickled 8:30
Movie Updates - Call our Hotline
August 14 @ Bear’s Place
Hunt for the Wilderpeople 7:00
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BACK TO RHYTHM ‘N’ BLUES

The Blues & Boogie Woogie Piano Festival on
August 14 and 15, we will present a diverse group of
performers.
By Craig Brenner

FICTION
23 —“A NIGHT”

She left and said she wouldn’t be back. He thanked her for that. Lilacs bloomed in the
dooryard. He thought, “They’re early this year.”

by Mike Van Vooren
24 — REGULAR

When Trevor got to the Pourhouse Café early Monday morning his feet hurt because of
his new shoes and there was a white Jetta parked too close to the dumpster and Katrina
wasn’t working that day. There were scones and cookies and apple turnovers, but no
bananas, and Trevor always had a banana on Monday and Katrina knew that, but she
wasn’t there.

A NEW KIND OF PATRIOTISM

Bloomington’s new Art Director, Sean Starowitz,
hopes to cultivate a new kind of patriotism from the
radical art community.
By Michal Ann Carley

by Tom Bitters
26 — SHABU-SHABU

Carlo grunts and works his bulk into the space at the table like a portly eel.
“Beef,” he declares.
Seafood,” I say. I don’t want to order the same thing.
“Beef,” Hori-san tells the mini-skirted waitress, who bows her rouged cheeks half-way to
the ﬂoor.

THE AMERICAN MOMENT

by Karol Lagodzki

Does America have the vision, the will, and the
integrity to use its power wisely?
By Luca Peragallo

28 — THE FISHERMAN’S CENTENNIAL

The small clock ticked in the corner of the room, marking out the minutes with its
rhythmic sound and reminding me how late it was. Bernard Bailey, his back slightly
stooped, ﬂashed an aged smile as he rolled his wheelchair toward the tall stone mantle.
There was a creaking as he settled into place, a sound I wasn’t sure came from the seat
or his old bones.

COLUMNS & DEPARTMENTS
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By Hannah Rea
32 — LIFE ON THE WARD

June 1968: “Sack”
Sack and J. Edgar were sitting up against the wall at the east end of Sycamore Ward.
There was a small table at the end of the hall by the window along with two chairs, but
they didn’t want to sit there mainly because somebody, in a frenzy of personal hygiene,
had left nail clippings all over the table.
by Wendy Elliot
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STAGES
Stuﬀ to drool over: Middle Coast Film Festival,
Tomato Tasting, Drool in the Pool and more.
By Jordan Strong and Erin-Alice Staley
GALLERIES
Exhibits by C. David Repp and Annemarie
Mahler-Ettinger
By Jordan Strong
EVENT HORIZON
Thirty nights of summer fun

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

What famous artist, who just happens to be the subject of a recent Ryder movie said this . . . ?
“Art has to move you and design does not, unless it’s a good design for a bus.”
Answer to Last Week’s Question
Kate Hudson tries to throw a banana out the window of the bus in Mother’s Day.
Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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SPOTLIGHTS
Five Views into the Eskenazi Museum of Art Collection
Special Exhibitions Gallery
June 11-September 5, 2016
JULY 1133
2016East Seventh Street

Admission is always free

artmuseum.iu.edu
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STAGES

By Jordan Strong and Erin-Alice Staley

MONROE COUNTY POSTAL HISTORY

alpha
Peter LoPilato
contributing editors
Pennfield Jensen
Tom Prasch
Tom Roznowski
Jordan Strong
Paul Sturm
fiction editor
Justin Chandler

JULY 19/ MONROE COUNTY HISTORY CENTER/ 5:30PM/ FREE
Often overlooked and now underutilized
because of technology, letters sent through
the postal service were the original form of
long distance communication. Here from the
Indiana Postal History Society, Vincent Ross
will present Monroe County’s own postal
service history. Created in 1978, the Indiana
Postal History Society was organized to “to
obtain and preserve information pertaining
to post oﬃces, postmasters, government and
private mail service” and a plethora of other
education initiatives, postal supplies, and
postal operations.

BLAIR CRIMMINS & THE HOOKERS WITH THE DOUBLE DIGITS

JULY 20/ THE BISHOP/ 9PM/ $10
The swank jazz club scene is alive and well in
Bloomington, but let’s turn back the clock to
enjoy two original takes on two classic sounds.
Blair Crimmins & the Hookers bring the roaring
20’s to life with their vivacious Dixieland Jazz
and Ragtime. Packing a full New Orleans style
horn section, the Hookers play Crimmins’
creations making for a Southern style Jazz Age
delight. Gypsy Jazz band The Double Digits
will also be in attendance to provide a lesson in
Djangology. Feel free to Shimmy Like My Sister
Kate but don’t forget to tip the Madame.

art direction
Stephanie Watters-Flores
graphic design
Danielle Kay Lucas
contributing writers
Michel Ann Carley
Jordan Goodmon
Rachael Himsel
Jeffrey Huntsman
Paige Hutson
Jennifer Kulb
John Linnemeier
Briana Petty
Ethan Sandweiss
Sally Rogers
Buddy Sorrell

FLOW MOTION THE SHOW

JULY 23/ SERENDIPITY MARTINI BAR/ 8-11PM/ $15

snake charmer
Filiz Cicek
lunch room monitor
Wanda Feathers
ethics and compliance
Alan Abel
animal trainer
Dwayne Hardwick
publisher’s wardrobe
Tom Ford
Nicky Hilton
omega
Peter LoPilato
The Ryder is published 10 times annually by In-the-Dark
Enterprises and is distributed in Bloomington and on
the campus of Indiana University.
812 727.0775 editor@TheRyder.com
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Do you love ﬁre? Do you love people ON ﬁre (both ﬁguratively and literally in
a controlled and safe environment)? Then join us for a night of amazing poi (ﬁre
dancing), acrobatics, and hoop dancing plus many other circus acts from skilled
practitioners. While these activities aren’t the easiest hobbies to pick up, the passionate
movements along with the dexterity gained through relentless practice tells a riveting
story you won’t want to miss. This event is being held to help raise money for
FlowMotion’s Symposium happening in the fall.

RYDER

RUSSIAN FESTIVAL
CONCERT

JULY 23/ BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY
THEATER/ 7:30PM/ $5-$20
For the Motherland!
Bloomington hosts the
38th annual convention of
the Balalaika and Domra
Association of America (BDAA)
for an evening of Eastern
European, Gypsy and Russian
folk music. The BDAA has
assembled an eighty piece
folk orchestra led by the
conservatory trained Svetlana
Nikonova. On the more
intimate side, soloists Tetiana
Khomenko and Angelina
Galashenkova, virtuosi
performers on the balalaika and
domra respectively, will take
the stage pushing the limits of
the two instruments. Featuring
lively dance, soulful song, and
colorful traditional costumes,
this show will bring the sights
and sounds of the old country.

YOU’RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN

JULY 29-AUGUST 13/ LEE NORVELLE THEATRE & DRAMA CENTER/ 2PM, 7:30 PM/
$15-25
Move over Caillou! We all know
who everyone’s favorite cartoon
bald kid is. IU Summer theatre is
producing the 1967 Clark Gesner
musical featuring good ol’ Charlie
Brown and the gang. Based on
strips from Peanuts, You’re a Good
Man Charlie Brown follows the
long suﬀering Chuck, Snoopy,
Sally, Schroeder, Linus, and Lucy
as they battle ferocious kite eating
trees, duel with the Red Baron in
the skies above France, prepare for
the dreaded book report, and learn
about life, happiness and what it
means to be a “good man.”

MIDDLE COAST FILM FESTIVAL

JULY 29-30/ VARIOUS VENUES/ ALL DAY/ $15-40
(TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BCT BOX OFFICE)
Bloomington’s ﬁrst interactive ﬁlm
Fest is bringing the Midwest the best
festival is back again! Middle Coast Film international and national short and
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feature ﬁlms, web series episodes, and music videos at several
venues around town. Last year, their most applauded ﬁlm,
Tangerine (now available on Netﬂix), won several independent
ﬁlm awards while launching the ﬁrst Academy Awards campaign
for openly transgender actresses supported by the ﬁlm’s producer.
This year, MCFF has picked several golden features to headline,
many of which have premiered at Sundance, SXSW ﬁlm festival,
and Cannes. First, there’s The Fits, a coming of age story about a
young tomboy who’s enthralled by the power and conﬁdence of

Cincinnati’s West end female dance team. While Toni fervently
practices routines and masters drills to ﬁt in, she’s anxious for the
fainting episode that is her rite of passage.

Next on my must see list is MA, a ﬁlm by Celia Rowlson-Hall who
funded her project through Kickstarter. This ﬁlm tells the story of
a modern day Virgin Mary who makes a journey to Las Vegas to
give birth. By focusing solely on interpretive dance, “the absence
of dialogue stirs the sense, and leads us to imagine a new ending
to this familiar journey”.

TOMATO TASTING

AUGUST 6/ FARMER’S MARKET/ 9AM-11:30AM/ FREE
Raindrops on cherries and hornworms in graves, Big Boys in
planters where aphids behave, Sungold and Roma that last
through next spring. These are a few of my favorite things. Quick
Bloody Mary’s and
fresh homemade

salsa. Beefsteaks with meat steaks and sauce on my pasta. Juicy
heirlooms that dance with the kings. These are a few of my
favorite things. When the vines snap, when the birds spring, when
I’m feeling sad I simply remember my favorite things and then I
don’t feel so bad.

DROOL IN THE POOL

AUGUST 10-11/ MILLS POOL/ 5PM-8PM/ $5 PER DOG
The pool will host several contests, giveaways, and of course, the chance to swim these
pooches have eagerly been begging for all year. Please only bring spayed or neutered
canines that are at least six months old. Doggie paddle is encouraged but doggy style is not.
All owners must provide written proof from their veterinarian which shows their dog’s
current rabies vaccination. No Cujo reincarnates please but all Todos, Lassies, Airbuds, and
Hachikos are welcome.

THE BLOOMINGTON BLUES & BOOGIE WOOGIE PIANO FESTIVAL

AUGUST 14-15/
IVY TECH JOHN WALDRON ARTS CENTER & AUDITORIUM/ VARIOUS TIMES/ $15-40
struck a deal with the Bloomington Arthur Murray Dance Studio
Bloomington Boogies
is proud to host several for anyone wishing to participate in group swing dance lessons for
a 20% discount.
of the most famous
boogie woogie and
Now in its second year, the Bloomington Boogies has vamped up
blues pianists in the world such as Bob Seeley, Henry Butler,
their festival to include some wonderful educational opportunities.
Cynthia Girtley, Alfred “Uganda” Roberts, and Bill Sims Jr. Free
Once again, the festival will present a limited amount of free
musical performances including Mr. B and his Pianobike will
tickets to local students and family members so they can see one of
take place outside the Ivy Tech Waldron Arts Center before each
the ticketed events. Then, on Monday guest pianists will perform
inside performance. Last year, tickets sold out in advance. If you
for the students, faculty, staﬀ, and administration at Templeton
miss your chance this year to attend the festival, join Bloomington Elementary School. Right after the concert, blues educator Ricky
Boogies at the after parties located at Malibu Grill on the Square
Nye will host a free blues and boogie woogie piano workshop for
and GRAZIE! Italiano for more free performances! Not only are
any young pianists at Templeton.
there a multitude of free performances, Bloomington Boogies has

JERMAINE FOWLER

AUGUST 18-20/ THE COMEDY
ATTIC/ 8PM & 10PM/ $10-13
Not only is Jermaine an
excellent story teller, his
interpretations of gossiploving middle-aged women
are always right on. He is
one of the most promising
young stand-up comedians
that is about to break through
the professional comedy
world wall with stories about
his “special brother” and
internet trolls. Variety named
Jermaine one of “10 Comics to
Watch for in 2016.” Many of
you college kids might know
him from CollegeHumor.
com where he was a regular
comedian.
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GALLERIES
& E X H I B I T S

WHATEVER COMES NEXT:
PAINTINGS BY ANNEMARIE MAHLER-ETTINGER

STARTS JULY 8/ BLUELINE MEDIA PRODUCTIONS/ 5PM-8PM/ FREE
Hildegard Elisabeth Keller. This
Born in 1926, she ﬂed Vienna at the age of 12 to come to America.
After growing up in Manhattan, she attended Berkley in California portrait about Annemarie’s life
seeks to explain her creative process
and eventually became a celebrated American scholar and
and how she has uses her memories
artist who paints and writes autobiographical texts. Blueline is
to convey a certain feeling.
exhibiting her work all month in union with Middle Coast Film
Festival’s movie about her life titled “Whatever Comes Next” by

C. DAVID REPP: PHOTOGRAPHER

JUNE 24 – OCTOBER 7/ WELLS LIBRARY/ ALL DAY/ FREE

With a body of over 250,000 archived photos, the works of
Carl David Repp cover a vast breadth of time and subject.
However, from the pieces exhibited it quickly becomes
apparent that his straightforward, earthy yet clear style is most
at home when capturing the people and places of his native
Indiana. The sad cheerleader, cyclists preparing for the Little
500, skinny-dippers escaping the summer heat at a quarry,
Repp approaches every subject with a sincerity of vision and
emotion that draws the viewer into his nostalgic but always
honest Americana.

SPOTLIGHTS: FIVE VIEWS INTO THE ESKENAZI MUSEUM OF ART’S COLLECTION
JUNE 11 – SEPTEMBER 4/ ESKENAZI MUSEUM OF ART/ 10AM – 5PM/ FREE
In celebration of the museum’s 75th anniversary, each of the ﬁve curators has chosen a
few objects to feature in this special exhibition. Nan Brewer, the Lucienne M. Glaubinger
Curator of Works on Paper, has decided to display an incredibly rare album of
photographs done by Julia Margaret Cameron. Only nine of the albums exist and the one
on display is the only one in an American public collection. Because Cameron’s album
has been unbound for repair, viewers get the exciting chance to see more than half other
images together during just one visit.
The Class of 1949 Curator of European and American Art, Jenny McComas, is exhibiting
incredible French sculptures by important sculptures Jacques Lipchitz, Aristide Maillo,
and Auguste Rodin while Curator of the Ancient Art, Juliet Istrabadi, has chosen to
present ancient jewelry. Such adornment can show social status, cultural practices, and
religious beliefs.

The Pamela Buell Curator of Asian Art, Judy Stubbs, has chosen Japanese woodblock prints
that were commissioned for special occasions. These prints are hardly ever on display due to
their delicate pigments. Meanwhile, the Raymond and Laura Wielgus Curator of the Arts of
Africa, Oceania, and the Americas, Diane Pelrine, will feature some colorful cloths that have
never been exhibited before.

TIME AND TIDE TATTOO: COLIN MCCLAIN

MONDAY-FRIDAY/ 12PM-8PM/ FREE ENTRY
While people don’t traditionally see tattoo shops as a space
to look at professional artwork, they should. It’s similar
to a gallery in some ways because many shops will have
portfolios with their art covering the walls, however, the
artists are often there to talk about the inspiration for a
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specific piece or what the circumstances were behind it. In
celebration of professional tattoo art, I’m putting a spotlight
on Bloomington local, Colin McClain, who opened Time and
Tide in 2013 and specializes in Japanese, American, and black
and gray styles. Come check him out.
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CYNTHIA GIRTLEY

BILL SIMS, JR.
As a boy, I studied European piano music—supplemented
by AM radio in the ’50s/’60s and FM radio in the ‘70s. But I
love music whose origins are largely African American and
I am driven to help present, teach, and celebrate musical
examples of this tradition—blues and boogie woogie piano.
It’s no secret that blues and jazz began as African
American expressions. While the music I heard on radio was
predominantly white, it was deeply indebted to many artists
I had not heard of then. Thanks to Black radio stations in
South Florida, I was exposed to rhythm and blues while in
high school, and the music really moved me. Like most baby
boomers, I eventually learned that Elvis, Jerry Lee, and others
did not invent rock and roll, although they did popularize it
among white audiences. The real story of American music—
and of my evolution in taste—is the influence of African
American musicians.
Having spent the majority of my adult life tracking down,
listening to, and learning about the music that most moves me,
I have come to realize that the vast majority of this music is
inextricably linked with the institution of slavery.
Many of us are aware of the horrors and lingering results
of that unjust system. Economic stratification, segregation,
and racism are still prevalent. But the African American
music that developed during and since that long era is packed
with emotion. At the same time, the basic elements that can
be described and quantified (in blues and boogie woogie
in particular) include the “blues scale,” strong and often
syncopated rhythm, and 12 bars. I am amazed that music
using so few primary elements can contain so much feeling.
From early folk spirituals and work songs many styles
evolved, with literally scores of performers of note in each
style. A graphic included in the book African American Music:
An Introduction (ed. Mellonee Burnim and Portia Maultsby,
2e) illustrates how sacred and secular forms and styles have
evolved. Entitled “African American Music Timeline,” it
contains more than 60 different, often distinct styles that can
be traced back nearly 400 years. Many performers have been
significantly influenced by African American musicians. My
list of favorites is long—and is not limited to blues and boogie
woogie. It includes Louis Armstrong, Fats Waller, Meade
Lux Lewis, Erroll Garner, Ray Charles, Aretha, James Brown,
Mahalia Jackson, Rosetta Tharp, Nina Simone, Sam Cook,
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Clifton Chenier, Professor Longhair, Aaron Neville, and many more.
Lord, have mercy: too many to list!
At the 2nd annual Bloomington Blues & Boogie Woogie Piano
Festival on August 14 and 15, we will present a diverse group whose
music is part of this tradition and who exemplify blues, boogie
woogie, and this year also gospel and zydeco. Our artists share an
understanding of the importance of the sources and influences in this
400-year tradition. Festival multi-instrumentalists include guitarist/
pianist Bill Sims, Jr., of the Heritage Blues Orchestra—whom you may
have seen at Lotus in 2015; percussionist Alfred “Uganda” Roberts—
if you have heard The Wild Magnolias album or saw Professor
Longhair in the 1970s, Uganda is the conga player; and Bruce
“Sunpie” Barnes, equally at home on accordion and piano. Pianists
of note include the great Bob Seeley, a friend of Meade Lux Lewis
and “The Dean” of boogie woogie pianists at age 87; New Orleans
“Gospel Diva” Cynthia Girtley; Mark Lincoln Braun, aka Mr. B; Ricky
Nye; and more, with a great rhythm section and swing dancers and
Arthur Murray instructors Jamis Wadsworth-Carr and Calla HolmesRobbins.
Because we realize the role of African Americans as creators
of these styles, not only are we presenting this diverse line-up, we
are building partnerships with the African American community,
some of whom are helping sponsor; and we are increasing our
educational efforts, sharing these traditions with local youth. Our
diversity is not limited to ethnicity: Liz Pennock and Dr. Blues will
host one “Bloomington Boogies After Hours” venue at 8 p.m., Aug.
14. Although born with only three fingers on each hand, Liz has a
unique, powerful style, and her singing harkens to juke joints when
smoking was legal. Liz’s performance is supported by the Council for
Community Accessibility, IU Institute on Disability and Community,
and CCA members. And a late addition to our line-up is the fantastic
Henry Butler, considered by some the greatest living proponent of
the classic New Orleans piano tradition, who has been blind since
infancy.
The festival has support from many, including grants from
VisitBloomington, the Bloomington Urban Enterprise Association,
and Bloomington Arts Commission. A complete list of sponsors is at
the festival website. We could not present this group of musicians
without their help, and we appreciate them all!
Tickets to the Waldron concerts are available at the BCT
Box Office (bctboxoffice.com) and festival information is at
bloomingtonboogies.com.
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new kind patriotism
of

BLOOMINGTON’S NEW ART DIRECTOR,
SEAN STAROWITZ, HOPES TO CULTIVATE
A NEW KIND OF PATRIOTISM FROM THE
RADICAL ART COMMUNITY

“Byproduct: The
Laundromat” cultivated
a deeper understanding
of socially-engaged art
practice through smallscale tutorials, curated
conversations, and sitespecific projects during
which program attendees
actually did their laundry.

by michal ann carley
Sean Starowitz was recently welcomed as the new Art
Director for the City of Bloomington. His role as an arts
liaison between the city and its constituent communities is
only a sideways step from his life and work in Kansas City
where he was an artist activist involved in socially-engaged
art practice.
As an artist, Starowitz challenges the assumption that
art is best practiced within a commodity exchange system
of artifact or performance for funds. Rather, his work
expands into the realm of facilitator, educator, negotiator,
and collaborator. He works with partners from individual
to institutional, from neighborhoods to cities to actively and
ethically present solutions to particular local problems that
are indicative of a larger sociological discourse around issues
of poverty, the environment, food, and healthcare.
Growing up in Kentucky where all high schools are
trade based, Sean studied TV production, broadcasting, and
film. A film festival competition earned him a seat at the
Governance School for the Arts that was a 3 week intensive
interdisciplinary arts program. There he was offered twice
daily programs from groups such as the Metropolitan
Opera Company, a winner of the 911 commission from
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Pennsylvania, and various architects, as well as a personal studio
space. In recognition of completion, students were awarded college
scholarships and at a National Portfolio Day, the Kansas City Art
Institute offered Starowitz a scholarship.
At the Institute, Starowitz initially pursued woodworking
and worked as the workshop tech. He turned to Interdisciplinary
Arts, where he was to spend a year in another program (for him–
sculpture) and then he broadly took electives, such as science,
across the curriculum. His time first enrolled in sculpture caused
him to question the assumptions and behavior of the art world
status quo and he found himself “exceptionally unhappy that it
was not critical, not community engaged and the students generally
[were] full of proving their masculinity to the art world.”
In the Interdisciplinary Arts Program, he encountered the
dialogues found in many graduate programs; those that examined
boundaries and the disputed territories of document or metaphor,
patronage or sustenance, activity or passivity, and art as for the elite
or the masses. He studied architecture and sculpture during his
Junior year abroad at the University of Brighton and upon return,
fully immersed himself in a community-based social art practice
as he attempted to bridge the Art Institute with the community.
He turned his studio into a communal one where he staged a
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series of panel conversations called No Show Thursdays: 15 minute presentations to
teach a variety of skills to any who attended. Another project took him to local 8th
graders to work on collaborative sculptures with donated and repurposed materials.
Importantly, the young students were to personally source and have the materials
donated on their own, nurturing a sense of agency in the process.
Three months after graduation, Sean started Bread! KC as a part of the Sunday
Soup Network that is a “self-organized global network of face-to-face crowdfunding
events that fund local projects” (from their website.) Bread! KC was a Kansas City
micro-financing project created to generate support for the creative community that
was both democratic and affordable to the participants.
For each event, Starowitz would develop a theme and then recruit chefs,
food, and beverage suppliers. The structure allowed the chefs to experiment with
foods and get out of their standard menus. Everyone was offered a fair wage or
stipend, as is essential to Starowitz’s policy on equity, but each of them declined it,
wanting instead to be a part of a larger goal of enriching and supporting a creative
community. Usually an elaborate meal was planned and prepared, tickets were
sold to the public on a sliding scale of $10–$20 (attendees could contribute more if
they chose,) and during each meal, diners listened to pitches for three different and
intriguing art projects. At the end of the evening the diners presented their ballots
and the winner was awarded the pot of money as a grant.
After the first event, Sean was offered a position as artist-in-residence at the
Farm-to-Market Bread Company whose owner was formerly affiliated with the
Catholic Worker Movement and had structured the bakery to have a role in the
community to reduce poverty. As both a baker and artist, Sean ran the oven and
used the bakery as studio which became a fertile ground for creating relationships
with many more restaurants,
chefs, and the community at
large.
Bread! KC evolved from a
monthly to a quarterly event
that allowed more time for
planning and preparation,
the ability to presell the
tickets, and increase the
amount of collected funds.
They created themes where
they saw the funding gaps
and focused on direct artist
support for new ventures.
Significant cross pollination
occurred as community and
individual involvement
increased and the audiences
that didn’t necessarily
have deep pockets, became
dedicated to the concept and
a developed a more generous
understanding of the art
Sean (middle) at the
landscape. Additional methods
Reimagine Norman Workshop
of support fecundated: if a
by The DLab. Participants
presenter asked for funds
were asked if finance and
for 50 chairs, someone in the
bureaucracy didn’t matter
audience might offer up 50
what would Norman,
chairs that they had available.
Radical art community-based
Oklahoma look and feel like.
projects were incubated and partnerships
Photo by Todd Stewart
were formed. Sean stated: “A new kind
of ‘patronism’ happened. Bread! KC was
cultivating new interest in the arts—it was Collector Education 101. If you like art
and you like what the artists are doing, then you need to support them.”
Overall the program offered over 100 sold out dinner events and awarded
over $25,000 in micro-grants. Some funded projects were a Maker Village that was
awarded $2,000 to put a down payment on vacant building; a printshop; Cartwheel,
a mobile short bus that had art and crafts supplies and work areas; and the hosting
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As both a baker and
artist, Sean ran the
oven and used the
bakery as studio.
of workshops and exhibitions.
Throughout the artist’s practice, he initiates projects
that require the active participation of not only himself,
but entire teams that organically form into collaborative
partnerships from the local communities; local governments
and schools; art organizations from the local council
to museums to state commissions and the NEA; local
businesses and individuals with expertise in a needed
area; volunteers; funders; and always artists be they poets,
playwrights, musicians, or visual or performance artists.
Sean does not promote the “heroic” artist persevering

he responded that: “if you are willing to trust an artist, I will take it
on.” She was.
He immediately assembled a team that canvased the
neighborhood asking about needs and wants. The site was a lot
where the city had raised a house and left all the debris along
with a 30-yard asphalt driveway. Lots of Love: Meet and Greet was
the result of a 4-month long project of resident community-driven
design, rehab, and site work that then employed neighborhood
people to implement the design. Local iron workers fabricated
custom grills, picnic tables were built with kids, a mural was
created, and the local boy scouts fashioned a fire ring. During
the site rehab, they repurposed the
bricks from the torn down house into
a landing pad; tore out the driveway
and in partnership with University
of Missouri–Kansas City put in an
orchard and provided training for
the residents in husbandry and the
pollination of fruit trees. The project
subsequently held community courses
that taught residents how to collect and
preserve jam (guaranteed to continue
for 10 years) and worked with the area
youth to be lot stewards. Lots of Love
won the Best in the City award, and
Sean emphasizes: “not a best art award,
but best neighborhood take-back.”
Another project was the Let’s Play
Lot where kids designed their own
playground in a transitional neighborhood. It included a toolshed
structure that housed art supplies and work stations, sports
equipment, and doubled as a performance stage and play space.
Starowitz worked with an engineer who donated at market-rate
cost playground equipment and mulch. Each kid on the block got a
key to the toolshed which was integral to inculcating stewardship;
what was a particular challenge was persuading the powers-that-be
to give the kids that opportunity and responsibility.
Throughout, a challenge to Sean was that the projects be

Sean does not promote the “heroic” artist
persevering alone in the studio; instead,
he is drawn towards the village mentality
grounded in dialogues surrounding food,
labor, economy, and empowerment.
alone in the studio; instead, he is drawn towards the village
mentality grounded in dialogues surrounding food, labor,
economy, and empowerment.
When Bread! KC was planning an event with the
Ivanhoe neighborhood, a local health coordinator who
was assisting with a neighborhood Healthy Kids Initiative
reported that it might falter because the architect of-record
didn’t show up. Faced with the loss of funding, she asked
Sean if he would be interested in developing the project and
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perceived by all involved--the neighborhood residents, the local government, and
the public at large through the lens of the press--as ones where the participants were
“crafting their own agency…[and that] these were neighborhood take-backs….I was
trying to control how the story was told and to make it about the neighborhood and
not about an artist moving in and doing stuff about urban blight…I wanted them to
craft their own agency foregrounding their neighborhood that has started its own
farmer’s market with their own form of currency, cut vacancy in ½ in 10 years, and
had its own barter program—not a sensational story about an artist swooping in as
a hero.”
Hanover College Greiner Art Gallery in Madison, Indiana invited Starowitz
to exhibit his work and he proposed the project: The Dialogue Lab: Impossible
Madison to be a collaboration with the students of the Madison Art Academy,
the Hanover College Greiner Art Gallery, the Madison Area Arts Alliance, and
the West Street Art Center. At the Academy, Starowitz worked with all of the
high school students during their art classes for five days. He asked them to
reimagine their city, to think creatively apart from city budgets and restrictions
to redesign a vacant Elks Lodge for community use, to design parklets, and
to design and make a temporary public art monument. Juniors and Seniors
produced business plans for the building, the students created collages and
completed scale drawings of sites and fabricated maquettes of the public
monument that were later displayed with the assistance of two students at the
4th St. Gallery, which was itself a repurposed feed mill. The finale was a public
presentation by the Academy, the students, the partners, and the mayor.
All of Sean’s projects are designed to jumpstart a dialogue where the
arts are in “the everyday fabric, not just the cultural fabric” and to “bring
artists to the table in every conversation and encourage them to craft creative
approaches.” He would like to assist in the training and encourage artists to
reimagine the possible and do for themselves and to be active participants in
their own trajectories; not to assume that a foundation will simply provide
or that they will get a national grant based only on an idea without showing
that they are able to accomplish the project. He stated: “We need to challenge
artists to figure it out for themselves as they won’t be fiscally sponsored if they
haven’t,” and “We tend to silo ourselves. We need to tear down institutional
barriers... [It is necessary to] cross pollinate—to bring different fields to the
table—we need cancer researchers, but we also need general practitioners…
and focus on creative approaches rather than what is in the gallery…My job is
to model social practice in my administrative role and to the administration.
I want to see more artists as administrators” and help them imagine and
integrate the arts into the civic infrastructure. He sited an example of this
in the newly crafted Boston, Massachusetts, Department of Play which has
hired artists who work with communities to create play spaces at contested
intersections of their neighborhoods.
While his ideas for Bloomington are still being formulated, his goals
remain the same as with his projects: to break down the attitude of art being
experienced only as nonessential, superfluous, or entertaining. “Social
connectivity, social fabric, equity, social mobility—art is all of those things
and so we need to keep pushing it beyond being seen as only leisure—an elite
wine and cheese at first Fridays event…I want to see a way that art can be
integrated in a way that it hasn’t been before and to do things that are uniquely
Bloomington.”
Some of these ideas may seem challenging but Starowitz in interested in
using them strategically. “We need to struggle at language and vocabulary—
because, in our field it helps us get to new places, because if you always do
what you’ve always done, you will get to what you’ve always got.”

Life should
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For a limited time only
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www.iucu.org
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(For his work, Starowitz has received support from the Warhol Foundation, the
Charlotte Street Foundation, and the Spencer Museum of Art, and has produced his
projects in partnership with the St. Louis, Pulitzer Arts Foundation, the Kentucky
Museum of Arts and Crafts, and the Amber Foundation among others.)
Michal Ann Carley is an artist blacksmith, glass torchworker, and adjunct
instructor I IU SPEA’s Arts Management program.
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On July 4th America turned 240 years old. A birthday
is an opportunity to take stock, to look backwards, then to
celebrate while pondering the future. This America of 240
birthdays has the greatest military force the world has ever
known, the biggest GNP, a power and reach Alexander and
Napoleon could only have dreamed about, and a cultural
hegemony that if at times resented is practically always
locally remorphed throughout the world. Long have I
marveled at this most unique of countries.
The politico-economic apogee of a nation often endures
often in a span of two to four centuries; its growth and
decline bears biological and psychological analogies to
those of individual persons. Barring a cataclysmic natural
catastrophe (the globalization of viruses, the rising of the sea
level would be relevant ones in today’s world) or military
conquest by a foreign power, how do nations decline?
Financial insolvency (often due to exorbitant military
spending) for one is a factor that bedevils the progress of
nations, and to that we could add all those factors that hinder
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the completion of a national project—among them, class warfare,
religious obscurantism, dearth of technological development,
breakdown of infrastructure. At their end point, societies are unable
to devise solutions to the stresses of problems and conflicts that
collective flesh is heir to. The national will somehow becomes puny,
cancerous.
But we live globally, digitally, and nuclearly now. It is doubtful
that America will be subject to the rise-fall arc that has beset earlier
societies. Now the motor of change in successful players on the
world scene will be by digital and technological means, by what
Brzezinski termed the technotronic revolution. We live in the age
of the gene. Godlike man clones. America is in the midst of its
technotronic revolution. It is a potential world leader in man’s
conscious drive to evolve for the better as a species. For this is the
challenge and project of this global moment. In any case, ecological
and economic global circumstances force our hand. It is a uniquely
American moment. The question is whether America has the vision,
the will, and the integrity to engage in this project.
America is 118 years into its apex. Its planetary domination
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will continue--no nation surrenders its power. Will it use its power
wisely, disavowing its present course? For suddenly everything
has to be fixed: humankind now finds itself facing the rages of
earth, biology in revolt, and a glimmer of planetary annihilation.
Man must also fix himself, for it is the soul of man (not just the life,
as Hobbes says) that is nasty and brutish. Can the criminality of
violence and greed on the level of nation-states and mafias (such
as ISIS) be eliminated? This means our thinking, our morality, our
social structures must evolve. Can liberal democracy accomplish
this? And given the daunting challenge, the strange outlier in
America’s potential global task is its persistent rigid adherence to
old formulas of thought and corporate power models that manifest
themselves in annoying controversies (abortion, same-sex marriage,
euthanasia, “creeping socialism,” Second Amendment “rights”)
that my Eurocentric mind sees, frankly, as non-issues.
The present American moment is marked by a presidential
race said to be unprecedented. True…but uninteresting. Consider
this instead: The Republican Party has discredited itself with its
self-deluding specious rhetoric and unprincipled demagoguery
ever since Goldwater, and Trump is the saprophyte that alights on
the rotting log—now that’s interesting!
The dearth of sensible rational discourse based on reality in the
recent Republican primary debates is a symptom of serious decay
in the political process of this country. Indications of this are “the
lack of political will” to enact legislation, a Senate majority leader
dead set on obstructionism, and the imposition of lobby groups and
special interests. The idea that democracy is fundamentally linked
to making money is a false entity, part-for-the-whole reasoning. Yes,
one of the features of democracy is that it allows a person to set up
a business and make his living. But the main feature of democracy
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is as a form of political administration, not a preordained
path to global corporatocracy or even capitalism per se.
Government must oversee and regulate the running of the
economy for the social health of the nation by curtailing
the economic corruption. The 1933 Glass-Steagall Act was
promulgated to regulate the relations between commercial
banks and securities firms in response to the unfettered
speculation that led to the 1929 stock market crash. Its repeal
in 1999 (abetted by President Clinton) was followed nine
years later by another financial crash caused by the same
greed. Ronald Reagan was wrong when he said government
is the problem: In a healthy democracy, government is a
solution.
Compare Republican talking points with the speeches
of Bernie Sanders, or Naomi Klein at the People’s Summit,
held in Chicago in mid-June. You hear the issues of economic
inequality, climate change, and racial justice clearly
addressed. You are aware of the complete seriousness of
a conversation based on issues that are real to the people
you see on the street. Or when Supreme Court Justice Sonia
Sotomayor exclaims “unlawful police stops corrode our civil
liberties,” you’re amazed that an official of that standing can
be so outspoken.
Terrorism too is a tool used politically. Take Donald
Trump’s initial response to the Orlando massacre, which
was to assail Obama. Meretricious, dull. ISIS is a descent
into pure mayhem, but it doesn’t constitute a threat
to western civilization. The public’s fear is overdone.
In 2001, almost 3000 people were killed on 911; but
that year the figure was 16,037 in regular American
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murders. I am dead whether an Arab or an Ainu kills me.
The issue is not “radical Islamic terrorism” (that is just a
present circumstance); the issue is man’s criminality.
If you look at the ISIS manual called “On the
Management of Savagery,” you will see in the first pages
a reference to the Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916. That
was the secret agreement between Britain and France
for the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire and the
administration by them of Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, and
Palestine; look at those countries now: The economic and
political subjugation by the West of the dark peoples of the
southern hemisphere have wrought the present Mideast.
Yet Fareed Zakaria sponsors a report on “Why Do They
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Hate Us?” as if this were some arcane
mystery. Consider the black children
in America who have asked their
moms the same question for centuries.
ISIS cannot win. (Notice the
diminishing of Al-Qaeda.) They’re
just another mafia. The danger is
the appeal to disaffected minds who
become viral vectors of violence
in nations that ISIS itself can never
attack; but that’s a desperate ploy. It is
no longer Islam, it is violence for the
sake of violence. The unending war is
in the heart and mind of man.
From the universal or particular
aspect, America has a great mission. It
seems doubtful that any other country
can lead a truly global project of
universal harmony and safeguarding
of earth’s resources; doubtful too that
the America of this current political
complexion can address a universal
agenda. America is hampered by the
Reaganite revolution of corruption,
conservatism, and corporatocracy.
Both parties play the power and
money game. And Obama’s
America, far from being a paragon of
transparency and peace, persecutes
domestic and foreign whistleblowers
as never before, while abroad the
drone war (talk about terrorism) is
expanding. A society motivated by
materialism has no interest in the
greater whole. Given that the materials
of earth are finite, materialism leads
to the creation of economic castes.
For there to be a have, there must
be a have-not. Capitalism begins in
usury and pillaging of earth resources
and native peoples. Notice capitalist
rhetoric always centers around growth
at all costs. Nice: Capitalism starts out
as rape, and ends up as cancer.
Globalization as we see it now
is merely a continuation of the old
European power politics and a
collusion of corporations and banks
to create nation-empires and wealthempires. This is madness. We need a
true globalization of social justice and
brotherhood recast for the social and
ecological betterment of the world. For the first time in human
history we have the means to effect this revolution, since the
technotronic devices at our disposal guarantee a total accounting of
bodies and resources, therefore the possibility of forming, training,
and guiding the citizenry and all social institutions. The dilemma—
Will they be used as now for the purposes of state power, profit,
and empire?; or, Will the great powers and minds of the earth
finally collude in a master plan of management and altruism for the
good of all men, all species, and the whole earth?
Utopian? Impossible? The battle is lost that goes
unacknowledged.
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IVY TECH WALDRON

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

1 PM Bob Seeley • Mark “Mr. B” Braun
Sunpie Barnes • Cynthia Girtley • Bill Sims, Jr.• Ricky Nye
Alfred “Uganda" Roberts • Craig Brenner
Followed by Bloomington Boogies After Hours
8 PM Malibu Grill on the Square & GRAZIE! Italiano
Food &
Beverages
DATS on Grant
Cajun/Creole
Falafel's
Homemade
Mami's Gelato
La Poblana
Taco Truck
Pueblo, MX food
Function Brewing
Locally brewed beer!

BLOOMINGTON
BOOGIES

Special Thanks
Bloom Magazine • Indiana University Credit Union
GRAZIE! Italiano • MPI Solar • Mother Bear's Pizza
Stumpner's Building Services, Inc. • The Ryder
The Uptown Cafe • Trojan Horse Restaurant & Tavern

blues & boogie woogie
piano festival

Tim and Cheri DeBruicker • Becky Hrisomalos
Bob Kissel's Foundation

Tickets at BCT Box Office bloomingtonboogies.com
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event h
MONDAY, JULY 11TH

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Shock Treatment; Player’s Pub;
9pm; $3
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
• Karaoke; The Bluebird; 10pm; $1
•

TUESDAY, JULY 12TH

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
for host band
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
6pm
•

WEDNESDAY, JULY 13TH

• Mike Roznowski; Player’s Pub;
6pm; $5
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm; free
• 8th Annual Bloomington Comedy
Festival; The Comedy Attic; 8pm; $5
• David Liebe Hart; The Bishop; 9
pm; $10 advance/$12 door
• N64 Game Night!; Bear’s Place;
7pm
• Sweet Honey in the Rock with
Ladysmith Black Mambazo; The
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm;
$45-55
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

THURSDAY, JULY 14TH

• CJ. Chenier and the Red Hot
Louisiana Band; Player’s Pub;
8pm; $10 Adv/$18 door
• Misﬁt Toy Karaoke; Player’s Pub;
11pm; free
• Sam Morril; The Comedy Attic;
8pm; $13 Gen. Admission/$10
Student (Any School)
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm;
$7 Gen. Admission/$5 Student
Marc Maron; 7-28-7/30; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm (7/28), 8 & 10:30pm (7/297/30); Gen. Admission $30

• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• VINYL LOUNGE with Donovan
Romine; The Bishop (front room);
9pm; free
• Mimicking Birds with Myah
Evans; The Bishop; 9:30pm; $8
• Greener Grounds with Earphorik;
The Bluebird; 9pm; $8-10
• Disney’s Finding Dory; Brown
County Playhouse; 7pm; $5-6
•

FRIDAY, JULY 15TH

• 3 Kings; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Gordon Bonham Blues Band;
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $7
• Sam Morril; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; $13 Gen.
Admission/$10 Student (Any
School)
• Startup Mic Night; The Bishop;
5:30pm; free
• VINYL LOUNGE with Andrew
Olanoﬀ; The Bishop (front room);
9pm; free
• Rod Tuﬀcurls & The Benchpress
with Rough Draft; The Bluebird;
9pm; $8
• Disney’s Finding Dory; Brown
County Playhouse; 4pm & 7pm;
$5-6
•

SATURDAY, JULY 16TH

• Unholy UFO; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• John Dehner & The Enthusiasts;
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $4
• Panics Reunion; Player’s Pub;
10:00pm
• Hip Hop; Player’s Pub; 11:59pm
• Sam Morril; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; $13 Gen.
Admission/$10 Student (Any
School)
• VINYL LOUNGE with Donovan
Romine; The Bishop (front room);
9pm; free
• Jake Dodds with Mark Robinson;
The Bluebird; 7pm; $10
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
• Barney Fife Fully Loaded; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm; $22.50
• Craig Brenner, An “Arts in the
Parks” Concert; Clifty Falls State
Park Campground Amphitheater
(Madison, IN); 7:30pm
•

T U E S D AY, J U LY 1 9 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
for host band
• The Hollows + Corn Palace +
Yardsale; The Bishop; 8pm; $5
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
6pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, J U LY 2 0 T H

• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $5
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm; free
• 8th Annual Bloomington
Comedy Festival; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm; $5
• Blair Crimmins & The Hookers
with The Double Digits; The
Bishop; 9pm; $10
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

T H U R S D AY, J U LY 2 1 S T

• Kid Kazooey and the Ballroom
Roustabouts; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Misﬁt Toy Karaoke; Player’s Pub;
11pm; free
• Jake Johannsen; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm; $16 Gen.
Admission/$13 Student (Any
School)
• VINYL LOUNGE with Dan
Coleman; The Bishop (front
room); 9pm; free
• Buﬀalo Rodeo + Five Pound
Snap + Dietrich Jon; The Bishop;
9:30pm; $5
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm;
$7 Gen. Admission/$5 Student
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

F R I D AY, J U LY 2 2 N D

• Disney’s Finding Dory; Brown
County Playhouse; 4pm & 7pm;
$5-6
• Wig Out! Karaoke Dance Party
w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door;
10pm; free
•

• Tim O’Malley and Dave Withered;
Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Forest Gras Band; Player’s Pub;
8pm; $5
• Jake Johannsen; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm & 10:30pm; $16 Gen.
Admission/$13 Student (Any
School)
• VINYL LOUNGE with Heath
Byers; The Bishop (front room);
9pm; free
• Blues Night; Bear’s Place; 7pm
• Hairbanger’s Ball; The Bluebird;
9pm; $7
•

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Shock Treatment; Player’s Pub;
9pm; $3
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2.
• Unknown Mortal Orchestra with

• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub; 5pm;
free
• Blues Brother’s Revue; Player’s
Pub; 8pm; $7
• Jahman Brahman; Player’s Pub;
11:59pm
• Jake Johannsen; The Comedy

SUNDAY, JULY 17TH

M O N D AY, J U LY 1 8 T H
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•

White Lung and Klaus Johann
Grobe; The Bluebird; 8pm; $15-17

S AT U R D AY, J U LY 2 3 R D

•
•
•
•
•

Attic; 8pm & 10:30pm; $16 Gen.
Admission/$13 Student (Any
School)
VINYL LOUNGE with Donovan
Romine; The Bishop (front room);
9pm; free
Russian Festival Concert;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm; various prices
Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
Craig & The Crawdads, An “Arts
in the Parks” Concert; Fourwinds
Lakeside Inn & Marina; 8pm

S U N D AY, J U LY 24 T H

• Caught on Cline; Player’s Pub;
7pm
• PigPen Theatre Co.; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm; $17
• Wig Out! Karaoke Dance Party
w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door;
10pm; free
•

M O N D AY, J U LY 2 5 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Shock Treatment; Player’s Pub;
9pm; $3
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
•

T U E S D AY, J U LY 2 6 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
for host band
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
6pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, J U LY 2 7 T H

• Stardusters Little Big Band;
Player’s Pub; 6pm; $7
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm; free
• Sean Patrick and the Newgrass
Revolution; Player’s Pub; 10pm
• 8th Annual Bloomington
Comedy Festival; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm; $5
• Pfreak Show; The Bluebird;
10pm; $5
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

T H U R S D AY, J U LY 2 8 T H

• Middle Coast Film Festival – visit
www.middlecoastfest.com for
venues and ticketing!
• The Mersey Beatles – Four Lads
From Liverpool; The BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm; various
prices
• PBJ Trio; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Misﬁt Toy Karaoke; Player’s Pub;
11pm; free
• Marc Maron; The Comedy Attic;
8pm; $30
• VINYL LOUNGE with Donovan
Romine; The Bishop (front room);
9pm; free
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horizon
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm;
$7 Gen. Admission/$5 Student
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Craig & The Crawdads at
“Animals & All That Jazz”;
Indianapolis Zoo; 5:30pm
•

F R I D AY, J U LY 2 9 T H

• The Essentials; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Marc Maron; The Comedy Attic;
8pm (sold out) & 10:30pm; $30
• VINYL LOUNGE; The Bishop;
9pm; free
• Pfreak Show; The Bluebird;
9pm; $5
• Jazz on the Avenue; Madame
Walker’s Theatre; 6pm; $10 (plus
optional $10 soul food dinner)
• Middle Coast Film Festival – visit
www.middlecoastfest.com for
venues and ticketing!
•

S AT U R D AY, J U LY 3 0 T H

• Dizgo with Peridoni; The
Bluebird; 9pm; $5
• Anne Wrasse; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s
Pub, 8pm; $5
• Marc Maron; The Comedy Attic;
8pm (sold out) & 10:30pm; $30
• VINYL LOUNGE with Donovan
Romine; The Bishop (front room);
9pm; free
• Middle Coast Film Festival – visit
www.middlecoastfest.com for
venues and ticketing!
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
• The Indiana State Fingerstyle
Guitar Competition; Brown
County Playhouse; 11am; $22.50
(VIP ticket $32.50)
• The Indiana State Fingerstyle
Guitar Concert; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $17.50
•

S U N D AY, J U LY 3 1 S T

• Quiet Hollers with Peter Oren;
Player’s Pub; 7pm
• Wig Out! Karaoke Dance Party
w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door;
10pm; free
•

M O N D AY, A U G U S T 1 S T

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Shock Treatment; Player’s Pub;
9pm; $3
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
•

T U E S D AY, A U G U S T 2 N D

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
for host band
• The Hecks + Ritual Howls; The
Bishop; 9pm; free
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
6pm
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3RD
• Frankie Cosmos with Warehouse;
The Bishop; 9:30pm; $13
advance/$15 doors
• 8th Annual Bloomington
Comedy Festival; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm; $5
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

T H U R S D AY, A U G U S T 4 T H
• April Richardson & Chris
Fairbanks; The Comedy Attic;
8 pm; $13 Gen. Admission/$10
Student (Any School)
• Sarah’s Swing Set; Player’s Pub;
6pm; $5
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm;
$7 Gen. Admission/$5 Student
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• FREE HIV Testing from Pos
Link + FREE Gonorrhea and
Chlamydia Testing from Monroe
Co. Health Dept.; The Back Door;
7pm
•

F R I D AY, A U G U S T 5 T H

• Jack Whittle Band; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Farmer and Adele with The
Hammer and The Hackett;
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $8
• April Richardson & Chris
Fairbanks; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm; $13 Gen. Admission/$10
Student (Any School)
• Art on the Avenue; Madame
Walker’s Theatre; 6pm;
•

S AT U R D AY, A U G U S T 6 T H

• Amigo Fields; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• O2R Blues Band; Player’s Pub;
8pm; $5
• April Richardson & Chris
Fairbanks; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm; $13 Gen. Admission/$10
Student (Any School)
• Pam Thrash Retro; The Bluebird;
9pm; $5
• The 10th Annual Bloomington’s
Chef’s Challenge; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm; $30 Gen.
Admission
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
•

S U N D AY, A U G U S T 7 T H

• Dwight; Player’s Pub; 7pm
• Wig Out! Karaoke Dance Party
w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door;
10pm; free
•

M O N D AY, A U G U S T 8 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
•

T U E S D AY, A U G U S T 9 T H
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player

• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
for host band
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
6pm
•

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10TH

• Mock Orange with Mike Adams
At His Honest Weight and Plateau
Below; The Bishop; 9:30pm; $7
• 8th Annual Bloomington
Comedy Festival; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm; $5
• Dena & Tim; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Jimmy Osmond in Moon River
& Me: Tribute to Andy Williams;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm; $45
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

• 2nd annual Bloomington Blues
& Boogie Woogie Piano Festival;
Ivy Tech Waldron Arts Center;
1pm concert outside (free); 2pm
& 5:30pm concerts inside ($20) –
discounted rates for two-concert
passes, seniors, students, etc. Visit
http://bloomingtonboogies.com/
tickets for ticketing details
• Bloomington Boogies After Hours
informal musical performances;
GRAZIE! Italiano & Malibu Grill;
8pm; No cover (food & beverages
separate)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 11TH
• Swingsmith; Player’s Pub; 5pm;
free
• Rock n Roll Hi Fives; Player’s
Pub; 8pm
• Dave Waite CD Recording; The
Comedy Attic; 8pm; $13 Gen.
Admission/$10 Student (any
school)
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm;
$7 Gen. Admission/$5 Student
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

F R I D AY, A U G U S T 1 2 T H

• CounterPoint; Player’s Pub; 5pm;
free
• Father Smash and the Revival
with Muddygutt; Player’s Pub;
8pm
• Dave Waite CD Recording; The
Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; $13
Gen. Admission/$10 Student (any
school)
• Karl Cort’s Trio; Bear’s Place; 7pm
•

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13TH

• Summer Showcase Cabaret;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm;
$10 Students/youth $20 Gen.
Admission
• Lilly Meister; Player’s Pub; 5pm;
free
• Soul Street; Player’s Pub;
8:30pm; $8
• Pam Thrash Retro; The Bluebird;
9pm; $5
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
• Ol’ Blue Eyes – An Evening of
Cool with Russell Moss; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm; $15-16
• Dave Waite CD Recording; The
Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; $13
Gen. Admission/$10 Student (any
school)
•

S U N D AY, A U G U S T 1 4 T H
• Wig Out! Karaoke Dance Party
w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door;
10pm; free

David Waite CD Recording; 8/11-8/13;
The Comedy Attic; 8pm (8/11), 8 &
10:30pm (8/12-8/13); Gen. Admission
$13/Student (Any School) $10
•

M O N D AY, A U G U S T 1 5 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Wheeler Walker Jr.; The Bluebird;
8pm; $15
•

T U E S D AY A U G U S T 1 6 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:15pm; $3 per player
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
for host band
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 17TH
• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $5
• 8th Annual Bloomington
Comedy Festival; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm; $5
• Advance Base + Hello Shark with
Frank Schweikhardt; The Bishop;
9:30pm; $8
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
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Glimpses
It wasn’t our intention to make the third-annual
ﬁction issue a themed aﬀair. Technically, it still isn’t.
But having selected the winners, and reading back
over them, I realize that’s what we have. These
ﬁve stories, all written by Bloomington residents,
all oﬀering vastly diﬀerent characters, narratives,
and plots, nonetheless join together to tell another,
bigger story.
It’s a story about the power of glimpses, a testament to the power of ﬁction to evoke, in even the
briefest scene, an entire mind, experience, life. In
one we’re invited to witness the dissolution of a
relationship and of a man in just over 100 words. In
another, a unique mind is revealed to us over the
course of a (disrupted) morning ritual. In yet another, an entire life is seen through a journalist’s brief
visit with a centenarian.

In the stories collected here, we get to glimpse
lives unlike our own. That’s an especially wonderful aesthetic pleasure—giving ourselves a break
from life, slipping into a story and seeing the world
through another’s eyes. This is what ﬁction does
best. But more important than the aesthetic reward
is the chance these stories oﬀer us to step beyond
the social and political bubbles we spend so much
time inside and to experience worlds, and ways
of seeing those worlds, that are diﬀerent from
our own. It’s a rare opportunity, to get away from
ourselves and think through life as someone else
sees it, and I’m grateful to the authors of this year’s
stories for giving us that gift. And thanks go to you,
too, for taking it.
—Justin Chandler
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BY MIKE VAN VOOREN
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W

hen Trevor got to the Pourhouse Café early Monday morning his feet hurt because of his new shoes and there was a
white Jetta parked too close to the dumpster and Katrina wasn’t
working that day. There were scones and cookies and apple
turnovers, but no bananas, and Trevor always had a banana on
Monday and Katrina knew that, but she wasn’t there. It was a few
minutes after eight and the rubbish truck man would be angry
because he had a schedule to keep and someone would have to
move the Jetta so he could empty the dumpster, and Katrina made
sure that no one parked too close, but she wasn’t there to notice.

The rubbish man usually came with his truck at eight-forty, but
sometimes he was late. That was the thing about the rubbish truck
man. If Katrina were there, Trevor would tell her about the car,
but the two women working behind the counter weren’t as friendly. He sat near the front so he could look out the window and see
when they were letting people go inside the library. The library
was quiet and it opened at nine o’clock. But he remembered that
the library had a dumpster also. He wondered if he should walk
around the side to see if their dumpster was blocked. Maybe this
was some sort of sick, terrorist plot to block rubbish removal.

Regular
BY TOM BITTERS
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He used the gift card that his mother had sent him for his thirtieth birthday to
buy the shoes, which were actually sneakers although the box didn’t say that.
And the store didn’t have size 10, so he had to get size 9 ½, but now he wished he
hadn’t because they were too tight. He knew his mother would call in a day or so,
and she would worry when he told her the sneakers were uncomfortable.
Two workers from the construction site next to the cafe came in and looked at him
before they went to the counter to get their coﬀee. They wore yellow hardhats, and
Trevor recognized them because they were regulars, and they usually tried to ﬂirt with
Katrina, but she had a boyfriend now and she wasn’t working that day. Sometimes, the
construction men got angry when he asked them what they were building. But maybe
they knew who owned the Jetta, and they could have it moved before the rubbish
truck man got angry. Trevor walked over to where the men were standing, waiting for
their coﬀees.

SOMETIMES, THE CONSTRUCTION MEN GOT ANGRY
WHEN HE ASKED THEM WHAT THEY WERE BUILDING.
“Do you drive a white Jetta?” he asked. “There’s a white Jetta in the parking lot.
A Jetta is a Volkswagen, made in Germany, but this one is parked too close to the
dumpster and the rubbish truck man will be angry when he gets here if he can’t
empty the dumpster.”
The construction men were bigger than Trevor. Their work boots were caked with
dried mud and spattered with white paint. One wore a blue Colts T-shirt and the other
wore a dirty, gray sweatshirt with a hood. The man in blue walked away. The other
man ﬁtted his coﬀee cup with a plastic lid and then looked at Trevor. “Can’t help you,
buddy, but good luck ﬁnding that driver. She’s probably around here somewhere.” He
patted Trevor on the shoulder and joined his friend who was walking out the door.
“How do you know it’s a girl?” Trevor called after him. He went back to the
front of the café where he could see the library. The construction men knew about
buildings and a few other things, but he bet they didn’t know that Katrina had a
new boyfriend.
At eight-forty, Trevor had an idea and went out back again. The Jetta was still
in the same spot, and Trevor wrote the license plate number on one of the index
cards that he always carried in his pocket. It was an Illinois tag, a vanity plate that
read “MORTAR.” There was a White Sox baseball cap on the passenger side front
seat and a pair of sunglasses and some coins in the center console. In the back seat
he saw a collection of rolled-up blueprints, stacked neatly pyramid style. He was
trying to ﬁnd some identifying marks or names on the blueprints when he heard
the rubbish truck approaching.
It wasn’t the regular driver. The truck stopped a few feet from Trevor and the man
rolled down the window. “Your car?” he yelled. And before Trevor could respond, the
man added, “You’ve got to move it ‘cause I need to get at that dumpster.”
“Katrina’s not here today,” Trevor said. “That’s why someone parked here.”
The man hopped down out of his truck, stopped for a second to look at the Jetta,
looked again at Trevor and then walked toward the door to the cafe.
“Katrina’s not working,” he called to the man.
A tall man in a jacket and tie appeared just then from the direction of the construction site. He wore a yellow hardhat and was carrying a rolled-up blueprint. In
his hand, he held a car key with a remote, and the Jetta suddenly made a blip, blip
sound. Without as much as a glance at Trevor, the man got in the car and started
the engine. Trevor tapped on the glass and after the man gave him a long look, he
rolled down the window. “Yeah?” he said.
Trevor pointed to the dumpster and then the rubbish truck. “You’re not supposed
to park here. The rubbish man went inside to look for you.”
The man nodded and then slipped on his sunglasses. “Well, you tell him I said
Hello.” The right front tire came close to Trevor’s foot when he backed the car out
of the tight spot. He was already gone when the rubbish man returned.
“He wasn’t a nice man,” Trevor said. He showed the index card to the driver.
“Do you want this?” The man looked at the card and shook his head. “None of this
would have happened if Katrina were here today,” he added.
Back in the café, sitting in the front, Trevor could see that they were letting people
in the library now. He would keep the index card until he saw Katrina again, he
decided. Then he walked across the street, wondering if Rachel would be working
in the library that day. She was always friendly. He would show her his new shoes.
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Shabu-shabu
BY KAROL LAGODZKI

Carlo grunts and works his bulk into the space at the table like a
portly eel.
“Beef,” he declares.
Seafood,” I say. I don’t want to order the same thing.
“Beef,” Hori-san tells the mini-skirted waitress, who bows her
rouged cheeks half-way to the
ﬂoor. Hori-san smiles and oﬀers a nod in response.
“This is the best shabu-shabu in Tokyo,” he turns to Carlo and
me. “You are going to love it.”
Yes, I am. There were a few things our boss Rebecca emphasized
when she prepped us for the trip. Beware of the bidet toilets. No
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shorts or sneakers. Forget personal space. Consider every yes
a tentative no. Show gratitude for all hospitality and eat what
you’re served.
“Grow up, Stefanski,” she ﬁnished; I’m not sure that was a business travel decree.
Our waitress glides away. Last night, having become lost while
looking for an ATM, I found Tokyo frightening; once it got dark, I
expected Harrison Ford to burst in from around the corner chasing a blonde android. I am discovering parts of it I could like now.
“Hori-san,” I address our host. “I haven’t had a chance to try
shabu-shabu. Will you please guide us?”

RYDER

“It’s easy, John,” the smile that of a mall Santa or a grandfather – not the one who
died of cancer or the alcoholic; somebody else’s grandpa, I suppose. “You boil a pot of
broth and throw the meat in. You must not let it run away.”
I nod and smile. Another idiom lost in translation. Hori-san nods and smiles. Now
Carlo does it. We are three men seated around a low table nodding and smiling. My
legs extend into the pit under the table and I imagine snakes before I can stop myself.
I am six-four. Carlo and Hori-san could easily jump away while I worked my joints in
succession to unfold and remove my body from the pit of vipers. Of course, there are
no snakes under the table. I put them out of my mind.

BLESSED ADRENALINE.
THAT’S WHAT I DECIDE TO CALL OUR WAITRESS.
“Do you like Tokyo?” Hori-san inquires. “Have you seen any sights?”
“Not this time, Butch. Had to sleep the ﬂight oﬀ.” Carlo uses the English nickname
Hori-san’s picked up and polished to a gleam in his forty years of corporate life.
“We’ll get out before we’re done. Any recommendations?”
Hori-san continues to smile, and my cheeks begin to cramp; I will snap a face tendon
if I don’t ease up. How does he smile so? He launches into a discourse about the relative advantages of Tokyo’s attractions and shopping districts. Hori-san squeezes his
city into a parcel in less than ﬁve minutes, labels it precisely and serves it to Carlo and
me on top of the table, next to the sake and the empty ash tray. As he ﬁnishes, I sense
the moment when the last microgram of caﬀeine leaves my body and the released jet
lag pounces eagerly. I drink from my water glass and wish it were Mountain Dew.
The skin on my face melts and erupts with geysers of sweat from gigantic pores.
Blessed Adrenaline. That’s what I decide to call our waitress as she pirouettes over
and places burners in the middle of the table. Soon ﬂames dance, too, if not as gracefully as she, under large pots of steaming liquid. The beef comes ﬁrst, thinly sliced
Kobe, and I allow myself a brief pang of regret and envy. But, then, here’s the seafood.
A planned city covers the tray. It dedicates a neighborhood to ﬁlleted vertebrate ﬁsh.
Here, the oysters live. Hello there, whatever you are. And, the closest to me, sea urchins sit
quietly, minding their own business. In the center, a queen over her vassals, a squid with a
head the size of a jawbreaker preens her tentacles with regal waves ﬁt for a Miss Nevada
quarterﬁnal. Regina – the name scales the lip of my mind and hooks there sharply.
Hori-san nods in my direction and pushes a set of tongs closer to me. Regina’s tentacles
ﬂail outside of the bowl, and she slinks onto the tray. Away from the ﬁre. Toward me.
“Don’t let it run away,” Hori-san repeats and nudges the tongs.
I wonder whether the Spanish Inquisition ran a new employee orientation program.
Day one: the proper procedure for snapping the shin bone, and, in the afternoon, dislocations. Head crushing 101. Whenever I picture their supply cabinet, grasping tongs
will always feature on the center shelf. I examine my device – it is well-made, meant
to last, Japanese.
In another moment Regina dangles from the pinched tines; her eye studies me –
unblinking, stubbornly horizontal, her tentacles ﬂow like a pirate’s dreadlocks. At a
prompt from Hori-san, I suspend Regina over the boiling pot, and her feet recoil from
the steam like mine do from Las Vegas asphalt. Stop it, the eye says, unblinking, still
horizontal. Hori-san smiles and gestures; the Caesar pronounces his judgment and I
must carry it out. The tongs open.
I see Regina again ten minutes later when Hori-san hands me a pair of shears. “Cut
the tentacles oﬀ,” he says, “you must boil the head for a long time.” Soon, the octopus
dangles over my plate, her eyes vacant, unblinking. I snip the rubbery cords, and they
tangle together like a Velcro garden hose. I will boil the head for a long time.
I eat Regina. I chew. A long time. I drink Sapporo beer and sake. I thank Regina and
drink more sake. Hori-san smiles. “You must eat the brain,” he says. “It is the best
Japanese delicacy.”
I’m alone with Carlo when the metro spits us out two blocks from the Shinjuku
Hilton.
“Damn, I’m still hungry,” Carlo says and points to a set of grand, bright yellow
arches. “Burgers?”
THE END
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The
Fisherman’s
Centennial
BY HANNAH REA
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he small clock ticked in the corner of the room, marking
out the minutes with its rhythmic sound and reminding
me how late it was. Bernard Bailey, his back slightly
stooped, ﬂashed an aged smile as he rolled his wheelchair
toward the tall stone mantle. There was a creaking as he settled
into place, a sound I wasn’t sure came from the seat or his old
bones. He sank back in its cushions as if he could not sit up
straight any longer.
Signs of his taxing, open air job showed in his weathered face.
The wrinkled lines that spider-webbed across his forehead
were clearly visible in the ﬂickering ﬁrelight that cast shadows
oﬀ the crevices around his eyes. His grin was aﬀable nonetheless.
“I don’t see what all the fuss is about,” he said, his hands
rough and uneven on mine as we shook. They were covered in
scars and cuts that formed an atlas across his palms. “It’s just

time the dying splutter roared to life. He set a bunch of ﬂowers
he had picked the day before on the dashboard, clearing oﬀ the
passenger’s seat so I could sit. “For the graves,” he said of the
blossoms, but oﬀered no further explanation.
We drove down the back roads in silence, the wind roaring
through the open windows and the strong scents of earth keeping us both lost in thought. We reached town and, it seemed to
me, slowed every block or so to wave or chat with early risers.
A woman stopped him on a corner and handed a warm plastic
bag through the window. “Happy birthday, Bernard, dear.
Here’s the day’s ﬁrst batch – pumpernickel, your favorite. I
packed enough for you, too,” she said to me as Bernard stowed
it on the dash, careful not to disturb the ﬂowers. “I think it’s so
nice that Augusta’s paper is doing a piece on our Bernard. He
deserves it.”
Bernard accepted the compliment with a grin so wide it

HE DIRECTED ME TO HIS USUAL PERCH NEAR THE SMALL
SHACK ON THE EDGE OF THE WOODEN PIER, THE WHEELS
UNDERNEATH HIM CLUNKING ON THE WEATHERED BOARDS.
little old me, turning a year older.” His breath rasped in his
throat and I feared my presence was straining him.
“That’s my wife, Mary,” he said abruptly, pointed a gnarled
index ﬁnger at a framed photo. “Her birthday is–” he caught
himself, “–was tomorrow, too. She always said that shared date
was what drew us together. That we’d live forever, to celebrate
birthday after birthday.” A look of sorrow crossed his face, and
his voice lowered to a gentle sigh. “But nothing really lasts
forever, does it?”
He invited me to stay for dinner but I declined, not wishing
to tax him further. “Perhaps tomorrow,” I said. I pulled out of
his drive as the sun leisurely sauntered down from its perch.
I could see through the window where he sat, outlined in the
glow from a single bulb, in the kitchen where I’d left him. As I
watched he lifted a spoon, hand shaking, to his mouth. The last
lights faded from the sky.
The next morning, Bernard met me on the porch of his little
cabin. I was yawning as I handed him the wrapped plate containing a slice of cake my husband had insisted on baking. The
sun itself had barely risen, stretching its arms up into the sky.
He accepted it with a kind smile and set it on the wooden
rail as he pulled on his yellow rain slicker, a jacket he was
rarely seen without. He explained the early hour between
bites of the sweet.
“The morning’s the best time to go out on the water. It’s calm
and quiet. No distractions. Best time for thinking.”
After he’d ﬁnished speaking, he set the empty paper plate
on the porch step and pushed himself down the ramp to the
ground. I oﬀered to help him but he waved me away, opening
the truck’s door and pulling himself into the driver’s seat.
He folded up the chair and struggled to lift it into the space
between the front and back seats. I fought with the urge to help
him, not wanting to damage his pride. Before I could reach
forward he had stowed the chair away.
Bernard turned the key in the old truck’s ignition, and after a
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seemed to split his face in two. He nodded appreciatively,
genuinely touched. I smiled as well, glad I accepted the assignment. The woman passed a bouquet of roses to me and I held
them gently on my lap.
“For Mary. Send her my love and tell her we miss her.”
He nodded and reached across me to pat her hand. “I will.”
In a few short minutes, we’d reached the dock. I unfolded Bernard’s chair and helped him struggle into it. The gentle wind
ruﬄed my hair as I pushed him, bringing with it the scent of
salt and ﬁsh. He directed me to his usual perch near the small
shack on the edge of the wooden pier, the wheels underneath
him clunking on the weathered boards. He motioned to the
plastic bucket next to the shack’s wall. “Rest your bones, there.
The water’s no place for talk. I do all my jabbering on land.”
I dragged and upended it next to his chair and pulled out a
notebook.
“Have you lived here all your life?” “Did you ever want children?” “How has age changed your outlook on life?” “Any advice for the younger generations?” Each question I asked was
met by a pleasant smile and a thoughtful pause after which he
would reply calmly and clearly, never mincing words. Then I
quieted, unsure what to say next. Finally, I murmured, “How
do you do it?”
“What,” he began, “live for this long?”
I nodded.
“Do you want the truth, or the answer that those young folks’
magazines want?”
“Whichever you prefer.” I leaned forward, intrigued.
“When someone asks me that, I tell them this story. When I
served in the First World War I saw a buddy of mine, a man closer
to me than a brother, get shot right in the heart. I knew he was
already gone but I dragged him back to base. I couldn’t just...leave
him there.” He cleared his throat and blinked hard. “Got shot for
it.”
He smiled sadly and tapped the leg that hung stiﬄy oﬀ to
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the side of his wheelchair, visibly shriveled and twisted even
through the faded fabric of his jeans. “He died, of course. But
I moved on because that was what he would have wanted. He
was part of my family, and you do what you can to keep your
family together. That’s what keeps me going: family. Dead or
living, blood or not, that’s all you have in the end.”
We sat in silence for minutes or hours, I couldn’t tell; the time
passed like thick honey across us. Finally Bernard asked me
to help him into the little boat rocking gently at the side of the
dock, stowing the chair in the wooden shack.
He settled himself on the rough wooden plank that served as
a seat, seemingly more stable on water than land, and handed
me a bag of bread as he ﬁred the engine. It emitted a pleasant
putter and propelled us speedily away from the pier and into
the bay. We passed the sleepy ocean town, with its cheerily
painted houses and bustling streets. I could see the town’s only
stoplight, standing tall at the corner of Main and Green. Trees
lined the sidewalks, dropping their bright green leaves.
We ﬂoated along in silence, the lapping waters at the hull of
the craft nearly lulling me to sleep. The heat of the bread was a
welcome contrast to the sharp chill of the morning, spreading
warmth through my cold limbs. My eyelids had just begun to
droop when he spoke: “We’re here.”
My head snapped up and I saw the great white curve of the
Pritchet Point lighthouse straight ahead. Bernard maneuvered
the craft up to the dock and threw a mooring line like a lasso,
expertly looping it on one of the logs that held the platform in
place.
He pulled a stowed cane from under the bench and struggle to
his feet. His face showed the toil but he never complained, never
made a sound. I followed silently, keeping hands outstretched just
in case. Slowing my pace to match his, I listened as he spoke of his
wife.
“Mary loved Pritchet Point. She came here every weekend,
just to stare out over the water. She took up painting in the last

few years; there wasn’t much else she could do, her heart like it
was. She’d just sit on the dock with her feet in the water and a
canvas on her lap and I’d say, ‘Keep dry, or you’ll catch a chill.
You’ll catch your death.’”
He stopped and busied himself with cleaning his glasses, his
cane hanging loosely from one trembling arm as he rested his
weight on his good leg, and I pretended not to see him crying.
He cleared his weary throat. “But she was happy. I guess that’s
more than most of us can say. That was the best part about my
Mary, she was never down. Give her anything, any curve life
cares to throw, and she’d meet it with a smile.”
I smiled, nodding, wordless. What was there to say?
We walked on, up the steepening path. Grass and weeds had
forced their way through cracks in the cement, so that the uneven ground resembled a porcupine’s back.
He led the way through the gates of the town’s cemetery,
passing a faded wooden marker sign that sat back a ways from
the wrought-iron fence. Bernard walked down the endless solemn rows with his leg dragging in the grass behind, drops of
dew that had not yet evaporated in the morning’s sun clinging
to the hem of his trousers.
He stopped along the laborious way to say hello to old companions long gone from this world, occasionally to brush dirt
from the top of a headstone. He left a ﬂower on each grave of
an old friend until the number in his curled arm dwindled to
only a few blossoms. Finally he stopped at a white stone that
caught the gleam of the sun: his wife’s.
Bernard Bailey, resident of Pritchet, Maine, for one hundred
years, stared down at it. The roses hung limply in his hand,
a few red petals shaking loose onto the grass and stones. He
chewed on a piece of fresh, still-steaming bread as the rising
sun outlined a silhouette as bent and withered as he was.
“Happy birthday, my love.”
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ack and J. Edgar were sitting up against the
wall at the east end of Sycamore Ward. There
was a small table at the end of the hall by
the window along with two chairs, but they
didn’t want to sit there mainly because somebody, in a frenzy of personal hygiene, had left
nail clippings all over the table.
“Fuckin’ grossout,” said Sack.
They knew who’d done it, too – that snotty kid Al who
claimed his father (oh well, his step-father) was a major
rock impresario. Al had a terrible temper and yelled at everybody in his way. He was a young-adult, not an adolescent like Sack or
J. Edgar, so they didn’t really have to bother with little Sir
Nasty.
“Oh like you’re so squeaky clean,” said J. Edgar.
“Shut up,” replied Sack.
They were sitting up against the wall because it was the
best place to get in the way of the old ladies coming for
their shock treatment. Hospital regulations forbade shock
on any other unit, so this was where all the old ladies
ended up. Sack and J. Edgar were happily fooling with a
bamboo roller that Sack had lately acquired. They didn’t
have any grass, so they had emptied some tea bags (“brisk”
Lipton) on the floor and were rolling the leaves up in some
old cigarette papers Sack had saved in the pockets of his
gym sweatshirt.
“There,” Sack said as he held up a decent looking joint.
“See what that tastes like.” He handed the thing to J. Edgar
and meanwhile picked out the single Kool from behind his
ear and pulled a few loose hairs off it. He also had a book
of matches in his pocket, swiped from the bowl at the Happy Hearth Restaurant in the tunnels.
J. Edgar lit up the joint and took a hit. He couldn’t hold it
in and immediately began coughing.
“God! … Wha’d you fuckin’ do to this stuff?”
“Nothin’,” said Sack, making as close to a smile as he
ever did. Sack was a tall, skinny guy who liked to keep a
“sensitive” expression on his face (although it frequently
devolved into a sneer without his knowing). Sack dragged
on his Kool and blew a few smoke rings. “Don’t look now,
but old lady coming thinks you’ve got the real thing…”
J. Edgar tilted his head and beheld one of the elderly
patients hugging the wall as she tried to make it back to
her room. “Why can’t you youngsters go smoke out in the
hall,” she complained. Old ladies couldn’t be bothered to
realize that the front door was locked. “What is that smelly
stuff anyway?”
The two got up very slowly and slouched on back to the
lounge.
Sack, whose real name was David, didn’t remember
exactly when J. Edgar was admitted to the hospital, but he
clearly remembered how he looked the first time he came to
Adolescent Group Meeting. J. Edgar ’s eyes were hidden behind a pair of oversized sunglasses; his forehead was shiny
and bumpy with acne. His black hair was short and neatly
combed, and he was wearing a white dress shirt and slacks
with a belt: all highly unusual for an adolescent. He looked
for all the world like an FBI agent. Sack began calling him
“J. Edgar” that day and never stopped. J. Edgar in turn
dubbed him “Sack,” saying that when J. Edgar was through
with him, he’d have to wear a paper bag over his head for
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weeks. They hung out together, on the ward, at school and
in O.T.
Now, though, J. Edgar looked much more like your normal
adolescent patient, wearing dirty T-shirts and jeans all the
time, even to bed. His hair hung limply down to his shoulders.
On Sycamore Ward, the lounge and the eating area were
located centrally between two sleeping wings which spread
out to the east and west. Electroshock equipment was kept
in closets at either end. Sack and J. Edgar sauntered all the
way to the east end where J. Edgar stuck first his finger and
then the zipper pull from his jeans into the door jamb, trying to unhinge it. He figured if he could get into the closet
he could steal some rubber tubing and make a great bong.
Besides, it would be advantageous to sabotage the electroshock. Nobody should get their brains fried, even if they
were old and useless. When they failed to break the door,
the two moseyed back down to the lounge, plopping onto
a dirty greenish sofa beside Paul Strohm, who had recently
moved to Sycamore from the suicide ward.
“How’s it hangin?” Sack muttered. Paul nodded. He was
trying to thread a
G-string onto an old guitar and not having much luck.
“Here, lemme see that,” offered Sack. He took the guitar
and deftly stuck the string through the correct two holes in
the peg and then along the fingerboard.
“Where’d you learn that?” said Paul. Paul had been in the
Group for about two months now and constantly yakked,
but never said anything real. He looked about fifteen but
must have been older since he was taking U.S. History, a
junior class. Sack handed the guitar back and Paul tried a
few chords. “Nice,” he said. “Thanks a bunch.”
“Want a cigarette?” said J. Edgar, offering his pack of
Winstons.
Paul took one, and reached into his back pocket for a book
of matches. “You guys want a light?”
J. Edgar shook his head. Sack thought about maybe rolling
another “joint” but decided against it. “Nah,” he said. He
regarded Paul with a slightly uptilted chin. The kid looked
intelligent but Sack couldn’t get any clear feeling about his
mental state. “You like it up here?” he said.
“Yeah,” said Paul, nodding eagerly. To emphasize his
point, he blew several concentric smoke rings. “Got my
records, got all my belts and shoelaces. I was tryin’ to learn
this Simon & Garfunkel song when the string broke.”
Sack nodded his approval. He gazed lazily around him.
Sack always felt like he was in slow motion, perhaps a side
effect of his last acid trip. He watched J. Edgar smoking
another butt and fidgeting around.
“Hey,” J. Edgar said, “let’s go down to O.T. and play
pool.”
“Can’t,” Sack replied.
“Why the hell not?”
“Got myself restricted at lunchtime,” said Sack. He smiled
a little and stole a peek at Paul, who was fiddling with
his guitar after placing the burning cigarette between two
strings up on the fingerboard.
“What’s restricted?” Paul asked.
“Oh,” Sack said, yawning, “…can’t go downstairs for anything but school.”
“What’d you do to get that?” the kid asked.
“Screwed a nurse in the stairway,” said Sack, then glanced
up again to see if the kid bought it. Paul’s eyes were round.
“Man, shut up,” said J. Edgar. “C’mon, Paul, let’s go
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downstairs and shoot some pool.”
“Uh- I dunno…” Paul said.
“Come on!”
Sack was used to J. Edgar ’s temper but Paul looked
shaken. He got up, carefully picked his cigarette out of the
guitar and left the instrument on the couch. Sack watched
them go, chuckling softly. Paul was probably no match for
J. Edgar, either at pool or at cursing. And anyway, they’d
have to be back up here for dinner in ten minutes, so they
wouldn’t have time to get in any fights. Sack reached over
for the guitar and languidly strummed a few chords.
Later that night Sack was sitting up against the wall outside his room. He could hear the laugh track from the TV
sitcom down the hall. He was absently braiding the unraveling edges of his shirt’s hem when he smelled something.
Something different. He looked up. It smelled like smoke,
but not cigarette smoke.
Sack glanced down the hall, not alarmed. It took a great
big kick in the ass to get him alarmed. But he definitely
smelled smoke, and damn, wasn’t there something white
coming from one of those rooms down there? Sack pushed
himself up to a standing position against the wall, unsteadily, and went in search of a nurse. At that very minute, he
saw the entire nursing staff come out of the nurses’ station,
slam the door and bundle off to the room where the smoke
was coming from.
When he thought about this later, Sack could never tell
which came first; the fire alarms, the police and firemen,
or the nurses pushing all the patients out into the hall.
They were scuttled into the elevator lobby, no matter what
they were wearing or not wearing, corralled like a herd of
wayward cows, and driven en masse down the stairs (same
stairway where he tried to corner Nurse Gould), with aides
on either side- aides everywhere! Dozens of aides, although
Sack knew for a fact that there were only four aides on
Sycamore. Somehow all thirty-two patients ended up in the
television room of the open ward on the floor below.
The aides were involved in counting the patients. Sack
craned around and looked over the multitude. The
noise-level was deafening. Sack wished he had a little grass,
or maybe some Quaaludes. He lit himself a cigarette. J. Edgar pushed through the crowd and motioned him to come
down the hall.
“What’s up man?” Sack exhaled, blowing a blue stream of
smoke into J. Edgar ’s face.
“It’s that little asshole, Paul,” said J. Edgar. “He’s gone and
done it.”
“Done what?”
“ …He set himself on fire.”
Nothing could ruffle Sack, but he felt his heart jump a
little.
“Why’d he do that? How’d you find out?”
J. Edgar shook his head, enjoying the feeling of his hair
ruffling. “I heard Gould and Feinberg talking down there.
The kid wrapped himself up in two blankets, lit an entire
book of matches inside and lay down on the bed. The mattress, the blankets, the kid, everything --- poof.”
“Oh wow,” said Sack. He couldn’t think of anything else
appropriate to say. “Oh well,” he added.
“Yeah,” said J. Edgar. “Oh well.” The two of them knew
better than to discuss it any further. At Group Meeting
tomorrow they would have to hash this out. Might as
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well save any emotions for then. But Sack could feel just
a tiny bit of something. Sort of like admiration. Like, hey,
that seems like a great way to go. Out in a burst of flame.
Hmmm. He ran his fingers through his tangled mass of hair
and took a big drag on his cigarette, down to the last bit of
tobacco, before the nurses came and took all fire-making
materials away from them.
* * *
Patients were brought back up to Sycamore that night,
and Sack slept fitfully, rising somewhat early for school
in the morning. As he flicked on the morning news, Robert Kennedy’s picture flashed across the screen; he’d been
mowed down in Los Angeles the night before. Sack couldn’t
believe his eyes. “Another Kennedy bites the dust,” he muttered. Al, who was sitting near him on the couch, started
to scrunch up his face like he might yell and Sack quickly
grabbed his pack of cigarettes and scuffed off down the
hall. He didn’t want to be yelled at this morning.
The Group’s morale in the aftermath of Paul’s “accident”
was practically cubist. Donna and Jenny refused to come
out of their rooms. Two adolescents on other floors went
home on passes. Older patients on the Unit were similarly
affected; both session rooms were posting “Busy” signs,
signaling counseling inside. Several of the floor nurses were
nowhere to be found.
Sack hadn’t heard anything about School, so he went
downstairs to the schoolroom at the usual time after breakfast; nobody was in there. He wandered around in the O.T.
knitting room for a while. It was too early for the old ladies
to be doing craftwork, but pretty soon that weirdo adolescent girl from the top floor, Carla, wandered into the room.
She plopped herself in front of the old black-and-white TV
and switched channels for a while but she didn’t bother
to tune it. Sack stood at the back of the room admiring her
capacity for staring at the disruption in vertical hold, the
picture bouncing up and down in an endless roller-coaster
loop, until he noticed with curiosity that Carla’s face was
distorted and her whole body was shaking in her chair.
Sack stuck his head into the yarn room and called for an attendant who quickly got two aides down from the top floor.
They carried Carla back upstairs on a gurney.
The teachers, Mrs. Franklin and Miss Anderson, finally came down to the schoolroom. Hoping for a return to
normalcy, Sack sprawled in one of the little desk-chairs, but
Mrs. Franklin kindly put her hand on his arm.
“Sorry, David,” she said smiling. “We’re going to have to
cancel classes today. People are just too upset. There will be
Group Session this afternoon at 3:30. Did you want to talk?”
Sack shook his head and dug a cigarette out of his shirt
pocket and stuck it in the corner of his mouth. He had
a pack of matches hidden in the pocket as well, but it
wouldn’t do to let Franklin know that. Instead, he slowly
uncurled out of the chair and wandered back to the main
O.T. desk where an attendant would light his cigarette.
“May as well go on back up,” he thought.
By midmorning Sack was bored but he kept thinking how
Paul’s eyes got so huge and round as Sack told the kid that
tale about himself and Nurse Gould. Or maybe Sack was
superimposing visions of Kennedy prone on the floor with
his life draining away. Sack tried to zero in on something
less depressing.
Nurse Gould had just come out of the nurses’ station with
morning meds and passed by Sack sitting up against the
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wall. “You feeling all right, hon?”
“Just super, sugar,” he deadpanned.
He liked Gould. She was short and
well-stacked, and her ass bounced
around a lot when she walked down
the hall. He pretended her first name
was “Bunny” (although he knew it
was actually “Esther”). On this ward
the nurses wore white, unlike the
downstairs wards where they wore
street clothes. Patients on the sicker
units needed nurses who at least
looked like nurses, even if they were
just psychiatric nurses. Gould passed
on by, checking rooms for late sleepers who needed their meds.
There might not have been school
but there was still homework, and
as stupid as it was, he had to do it in
order to get grades. If he didn’t get
grades, then whenever he got out of
this stinkhole he’d have to repeat the
school year at home. (Or wherever
he might end up.) Oh, fuck it, maybe
he’d just skip the homework today.
It was creepy anyway, some nonsense about some Greek guy trying
to cross oceans to get back to his
wife, but he kept getting into trouble. Sack lapsed into thoughts about
the Adolescent Group. This Odyssey
guy, he was sort of like Kevin in the
group. Kevin had been in the hospital for a year. He had full privileges:
School, Program, Campus, Trips,
Passes, and he attended two classes
over at Hamilton High across Martin Luther King Drive. Kevin’s big
flaw was he didn’t have the sense to
keep his mouth shut around Donna
and her big old cousins at Hamilton
High, and that’s how he’d gotten
beat up last month. The doctors on
the Adolescent Committee decided
Kevin would be better off staying
on hospital grounds for a while, at
least until those cousins at Hamilton
graduated. Meanwhile, Donna was
always giving Kevin the evil eye; but
she didn’t have the nerve to actually
fight him. She was only capable of
hurting small animals.
Sack sighed and lit another cigarette off his still-burning stub. He
came down to the lounge – nothing
on but soaps now. He leafed through
a stack of magazines looking for anything interesting that might delay his
having to start on his homework.
The head nurse, Dorothy, came over
to Sack. “You feel like talking about
last night?” she said.
“Naw,” he tossed off.
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“You know, Paul’s going to be all right,” she said. “His
burns were pretty bad but they ambulanced him over to
Rush-Presbyterian where they have a really good burn
unit.”
Sack didn’t buy that. The kid was probably already dead
and they just didn’t want the Group to know. Damn, this
place sucked! He decided to go in his room. He had a joint
hidden in there and he could light it with his still-burning
cigarette. But as soon as he got it lit, J. Edgar poked his
head in. “Where’d you get that shit, man?”
“Ah, fuck it,” Sack complained, because he wanted the
whole thing to himself, but he pulled J. Edgar in and made
sure the door was tight. They toked a few each and stubbed
it out for later, then they sat on Sack’s bed and bullshitted
for a while. The lunch carts came and went; the afternoon
dragged.
Promptly at 3:30, Johnson, the ward’s hefty male aide,
gathered Sack, J. Edgar, Kevin and Donna and piled them in
the elevator headed downstairs to OT. Nobody pulled any
horseshit with Johnson around. He looked like an ex-prizefighter and probably was one.
Others of the Group were already in the schoolroom when
the four from Sycamore trounced in. Nobody was saying
anything. Lisa and Mickie were sitting very still with their
hands folded. Leah sat in a corner trying to sink her large
frame down into the chair ’s contours. Carla was missing.
Dr. Mateus, the Group’s therapeutic administrator, was sitting at the head of the table; the two social workers, Joe and
Brenda, sat on either side. As usual, Mateus had his arms
behind his head and was pushing his entire chair back on
two legs. J. Edgar made an obscene gesture that only Kevin
could see, which made Kevin laugh out loud.
Mateus was about to pounce on Kevin but Joe butted in.
“We’re wondering how you are all feeling about Paul, and
what he did.”
The kids mostly looked at their hands, but sneaked glances at each other to see if someone else had the nerve to
speak. Finally, Mickie cleared her throat.
“I’m really, um – frightened, or something.”
“Why frightened, Mickie?” said Mateus.
“Well --- if it’s that easy to kill yourself in the hospital, then think how easy it is outside the hospital.” She
looked down again, shaking her head.
“First of all, Mickie,” Mateus explained, “it’s not that easy.
Paul gave every indication of recovering from his depression; he was getting along with people on his unit, he was
interested in his hobbies and his schoolwork. That is why
he was transferred upstairs to Sycamore, a less restrictive
ward. Apparently he was very adept at fooling his psychiatrist.”
Every guy in the room started cussing immediately, so bad
that Joe had to stand up.
“Guys, guys! You’ll all get a chance to talk, but you have
to say it in words that are less - at least think about why
you are angry.”
“You can’t fool your fuckin’ psychiatrist,” shouted Kevin.
“They know everything, and they sure as hell aren’t going
to let you get away with anything!”
“Well, that’s not exactly true,” Brenda said. “We don’t
know how Paul was getting on with his doctor, but he was
acting trustworthy. Sometimes people do. People can act a
certain way when they want a certain privilege, or whatever; and we’re not mind-readers, we don’t know when you-
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all are upset, any more than you know when we’re upset.
You know that acting out doesn’t get you anywhere. If you
don’t trust us or tell us the truth, then how can you expect
to get better?”
“Who cares about getting better?” muttered Sack. “I just
wanna get out.”
“We are aware of that, David,” said Mateus. Now that he
had the floor again, he started tilting his chair back at a
precarious angle.
It was Sack’s private opinion that speaking in Group was a
huge waste of breath, but now he sat up.
“You don’t know everything, Mateus. You’re not God!” he
shouted. “You don’t even know why I’m here!”
“Why are you here, David?”
Sack reached over and grabbed J. Edgar ’s cigarette out of
his hand and took a huge drag, then gave it back. Blowing
smoke at the ceiling, he closed his eyes. It was so useless to
get into it with these doctors. He found himself looking at
Lisa. She was twisting her hands together.
“I met Paul the first day I got here,” Lisa said. “He did
his best to try to help me feel better. He kind of joked and
laughed and told me about how the food cart worked. He

THE NOISE-LEVEL
WAS DEAFENING.
SACK WISHED HE
HAD A LITTLE GRASS,
OR MAYBE SOME
QUAALUDES.
didn’t seem depressed to me. That’s why last night is so –
so horrifying to me. Is that the kind of beast that can just
rise up in any one of us?”
“You oughta know,” said J. Edgar.
“You have no tact,” Sack said to J. Edgar.
Mickie ignored them. “There’s probably- maybe there just
isn’t any safe place on earth. You say you’re putting us
someplace that’s supposed to be safe – but wouldn’t it be
better to maybe – teach us how to take care of ourselves?”
Brenda was sitting next to Mickie and she reached over and
put her hand over Mickie’s, thoughtfully. “That is the major
hope, Mickie,” she murmured. “It may seem to you as if you
have no help here, but we are all around you, oﬀering to listen, and if you feel you need more restraints, you’ve got to tell
us. The Program is designed to give you certain restrictions
and certain freedoms, the minute you show us you can handle
them. Paul …just had a diﬀerent agenda. Our purpose here is
to help you learn to trust yourselves. Harming yourselves or
getting out of control isn’t going to be the way to accomplish
what you need and want.”
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She breathed for a moment. In that space, Leah looked up
and said in a very small voice, “This place seems like a prison to me.”
Both Joe and Brenda quickly turned to look at her. Sack
looked up too; Leah hardly ever spoke up, and when she
did, it was usually something practical like she’d noticed a
bathroom door with a lock on it, or a window screen with
a hole in it. These were dangers that somebody else would
keep silent about and eventually use to his or her advantage,
but Leah would go to the authorities. Sack wondered if she
was going to make a speech.
“It’s only the prison that you’ve made it, Leah,” said Joe.
“That’s a load of BS,” Kevin shouted.
J. Edgar joined in. “Why, Dave Kornblum spent his life
locked in his room on the third floor!”
“I’m restricted, too, for doing nothing at all, sincerely,”
Donna added.
Leah started to dab at her eyes, threatening a gusher. Sack
hated crying, and anyway, he’d had enough. He abruptly
stood up, causing his chair to fall backwards with a loud
crash, and stomped out of the room. Joe called out after him,
“Sack, come back! You’ll be restricted to the ward!”
“Fuck you,” Sack shot back, and headed over to the elevator, punching its call buttons wildly. The elevator came in an
astonishing few seconds, quite contrary to its usual practice,
and when it opened, several O.T. aides were rushing over.
“I’m goin’ up,” Sack said to them. “To Sycamore. I aim to
stay there for a while. See ya round.” The door of the elevator closed.
But by the time the elevator got up to the third floor, Sack
had changed his mind. He made himself as small as possible behind the edge of the door so the staff in the Sycamore
nurses’ station wouldn’t see him through their window; the
door trundled open and then closed, and Sack frantically
punched the Lobby Level button. He certainly didn’t want
to go back to the O.T. level, and if he took the elevator to
the basement level, they’d know by watching the indicators
upstairs that somebody had gone down to the tunnel. They’d
probably send Johnson down to drag him back upstairs. Instead he nonchalantly got off in the Lobby, walked smoothly
round the corner and found the little stairwell he’d seen
before.
He ran down the two flights of stairs to the tunnel and
pushed open the door –the doors weren’t locked down
here – into this weird environment, the tunnel looking like
an escape route under a concentration camp, with a weird
breeze constantly blowing and smelling like disinfectant.
The tunnel had an atmosphere all its own; it housed the
Happy Hearth Restaurant, the Dispensary, passages to Surgery and Main Admitting, the swimming pool. Somewhere
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around here was a staircase to student nurses’ living quarters. You could tell by the color of the bricks where the new
buildings left off and the older hospital structures began. On
the ceiling were rows of streamlined pipes resembling Ford
Fairlane bumpers: the pneumatic tubes, invented practically
before the telegraph. Nurses would place their messages in
plastic bottles, magnetically addressed, and insert them into
the tubes, which sucked them in by vacuum power through
the pipes, knocking and clattering at break-neck speed until
they arrived unharmed at their destination. Sack loped along
at a fairly easy pace, passing patients lying on gurneys in the
hall while orderlies, nurses, and doctors bustled all around
them. One stairwell would take him up to the Children’s
Pavilion and the next would let him out near 27 th Street. He
took that one. There was a grocery store and playground up
there and nobody would notice him.
When he came out into the daylight he tried to think what
to do.
He didn’t want to go back on the ward, that was for sure.
He dug in his pants pocket and came up with another pack
of cigarettes, albeit half-empty, and a ten-dollar bill.
Ten dollars. For $1.25 he could catch a cab north to downtown. $2.50 would then buy him a train ride to Mt. Prospect.
He could walk the rest of the way home and be there in, like,
an hour and a half. But what would happen after that?
Sack thought back; he’d been in the hospital for six months;
in that whole time he had seen his parents maybe three
times. He talked to them on the phone maybe every other
week, but it wasn’t like a real conversation. Neither of them
seemed to want to figure out what kind of a person he was
or help him out.
They’d probably make him come back to the hospital.
Everybody at the hospital knew that it was fairly easy to
run away, but once you did, you had twenty-four hours to
come back- on your own- they didn’t send any police out
after you– and if you didn’t show up again within that time
period, then they discharged you. So that was a quick end
to your mental odyssey. And, if your parents really hated
you at that point, they could get you committed to Illinois
State, which was a place no one in their right mind would
ever want to be. Sack smirked at his pun and kept walking
until he got to the busy intersection of 27 th Street and Martin
Luther King Drive.
He stood thinking on the sidewalk. On this side of the
street he could catch a cab going north and head for home.
As cars and buses roared by he couldn’t help picturing his
mom’s angry face. No use going home. Nowhere else to go
either. When the light changed he turned around, feet suddenly morphed into lead, and trudged back up Ellis Street to
the hospital.
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